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THE LEGAL STANDARD FOR DETERMINING 
EMPLOYEE DISLOYALTY UNDER SECTION 7 OF THE 

NLRA 

NICHOLAS BEMBERG† 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
tories about employees being fired or demoted for voicing 
their opinions made headlines at a seemingly constant rate in 

2017.1 Social media gives even private individuals a platform to 
express their opinions, some of which might upset their 
employers. In October 2017, ESPN suspended host Jemele Hill for 
two weeks for a tweet responding to Dallas Cowboys’ owner Jerry 
Jones, who said he would bench any players who “disrespect the 
flag.”2 Hill encouraged her followers to boycott Cowboys 
advertisers.3 In November 2017, Juli Briskman was fired from her 
job after she revealed to her supervisors that she was the woman in 
a viral photograph of a cyclist flipping off President Trump’s 
motorcade.4 

While some might be sympathetic to the employees in 
these cases, other people recognize the importance of an 

 
 † Nicholas Bemberg is a law student at Wake Forest University School of Law, 
graduating in May 2019. He would like to thank Professor Sue Grebeldinger for her 
knowledge and guidance in writing this comment. 
 1. See, e.g., infra notes 2–7. 
 2. Kevin Draper & Ben Belson, Jemele Hill Suspended by ESPN After Response to Jerry 
Jones, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 9, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/09/sports/football/ 
jemele-hill-suspended-espn.html. Hill previously gained attention for calling President 
Trump a white supremacist, prompting White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee 
Sanders to call Hill’s comments “a fireable offense.” Kevin Draper, Comments by Jemele Hill 
of ESPN a ‘Fireable Offense,’ White House Says, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 13, 2017), https://www.ny 
times.com/2017/09/13/sports/jemele-hill-espn-white-house.html. 
 3. Draper & Belson, supra note 2. 
 4. Woman Fired for Flipping off Trump’s Motorcade, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Nov. 6, 2017), 
https://apnews.com/1f5b5e5ecdc84c83bfd7b12888bca4f3. 

S 
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employer being able to choose and discipline its workforce. After 
all, these employees are merely expressing opinions that could 
arguably affect their employers’ reputations.5 But what if an 
employee’s speech exposes concern over a working condition? 
What if that working condition affects the public at large? 
Working conditions are much more fundamental to the employer-
employee relationship than an opinion about a public figure. 
Should we do more to protect this speech? Another high-profile 
news story, regarding a Google employee, highlights this issue. 

In August 2017, Google software engineer James Damore 
made national news when his internal memo criticizing the 
company’s diversity policy was leaked to the public.6 In the memo, 
Google’s Ideological Echo Chamber, Damore claimed that 
“distribution of preferences and abilities of men and women differ 
in part due to biological causes and that these differences may 
explain why we don’t see equal representation of women in tech 
and leadership.”7 He went on to call Google’s diversity policies 
“arbitrary social engineering” and stated that to encourage 
diversity Google should acknowledge those biological differences.8 
Damore also criticized Google’s bias toward the Left and its 
alienation of conservatives.9 

Damore filed a charge with the National Labor Relations 
Board (“NLRB”) on the same day Google discharged him.10 
Google CEO, Sundar Pichai, stated that parts of the memo violate 

 
 5. In fact, both companies have good arguments that their employees’ conduct did 
just that. ESPN and the National Football League (NFL), of which the Dallas Cowboys are 
a member, have a close financial relationship. See Richard Sandomir, ESPN Extends Deal 
With N.F.L. for $15 Billion, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 8, 2011), http://www.nytimes.com/ 
2011/09/09/sports/football/espn-extends-deal-with-nfl-for-15-billion.html. Briskman’s 
employer, Akima L.L.C., performs work related to government contracts and was afraid of 
blowback from the Trump administration. Christine Hauser, Cyclist Lost Her Job After 
Raising Middle Finger at Trump’s Motorcade, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 6, 2017), https://www.ny 
times.com/2017/11/06/us/middle-finger-trump.html. 
 6. See, e.g., Daisuke Wakabayashi, Google Fires Engineer Who Wrote Memo Questioning 
Women in Tech, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 7, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/07/busine 
ss/google-women-engineer-fired-memo.html. 
 7. Kate Conger, Exclusive: Here’s the Full 10-Page Anti-Diversity Screed Circulating 
Internally at Google [Updated], GIZMODO (Aug. 5, 2017, 7:25 PM), https://gizmodo.com/ 
exclusive-heres-the-full-10-page-anti-diversity-screed-1797564320 (citations omitted). 
 8. Id. 
 9. Id. 
 10. Wakabayashi, supra note 6. 
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Google’s Code of Conduct and cross the line “by advancing 
harmful gender stereotypes in our workplace.”11 

While Damore is far from a sympathetic figure,12 his speech 
is directly challenging a workplace convention that he views as 
discriminatory and an impediment to Google’s success.13 
Damore’s memo could arguably be protected under Section 7 of 
the National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA”), which protects 
employees engaged in concerted activities for the purpose of 
mutual aid or benefit.14 However, employers are still permitted to 
terminate employees for disloyalty.15 Hypothetically, in Damore’s 
case, Google would argue that the memo did not constitute 
concerted activity.16 But, as courts have broadly interpreted what is 
concerted activity, Google could argue that he was disloyal in 
violating a clearly defined Code of Conduct. 

Federal courts are split on the legal standard for 
determining disloyalty.17 The Eighth Circuit recently adopted an 
objective standard, while the D.C. Circuit has adopted a subjective 
standard.18 I argue that the subjective standard strikes the proper 
balance between an employer’s right to terminate an employee for 
disloyal conduct and an employee’s right to participate in 
concerted activity protected by Section 7 of the NLRA. 

In the background section, I will discuss the state of the law 
related to private, nonunion employee speech. I will specifically 

 
 11. Id. 
 12. One legal expert, Barbara Hoey, summed up the outrage by declaring Damore’s 
comments were “openly—and not even veiled—sexist, and advanced stereotypical views of 
women.” Vin Gurrieri, Google Memo Author’s NLRB Charge Tees Up Tough Fight, LAW360 
(Aug. 10, 2017, 9:16 PM), https://www.law360.com/articles/953165/google-memoauthor 
-s-nlrb-charge-tees-up-tough-fight. Subsequent to his firing Damore made headlines again 
when he tweeted that Ku Klux Klan titles such as “Grand Wizard” were “cool.” Molly 
Roberts, Opinion, The Google Memo Guy Just Showed Everyone Why He Got Fired, WASH. POST 
(Sept. 20, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/post-partisan/wp/2017/09/ 
20/james-damore-just-proved-that-google-was-right-to-firehim/?utm_term=.2ba90295ea33. 
 13. Aja Romano, Google Has Fired the Engineer Whose Anti-Diversity Memo Reflects a 
Divided Tech Culture, VOX (Aug. 8, 2017, 8:50 AM), https://www.vox.com/identities/ 
2017/8/8/16106728/google-fired-engineer-anti-diversity-memo. 
 14. National Laor Relations Act §7, 29 U.S.C. § 157 (2012). 
 15. NLRB. v. Local Union No. 1229, 346 U.S. 464 (1953) [hereinafter Jefferson 
Standard]. 
 16. Gurrieri, supra note 12. 
 17. Compare MikLin Enters., Inc. v. NLRB, 861 F.3d 812, 821 (8th Cir. 2017) 
(applying the objective standard), with DirecTV, Inc. v. NLRB, 837 F.3d 25, 39 (D.C. Cir. 
2016) (applying the subjective standard). 
 18. MikLin, 861 F.3d at 820; DirecTV, 837 F.3d at 34. 
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focus on case law interpreting Section 7 of the NLRA. Then, I will 
turn to the two cases creating the circuit split. After laying the 
background, I will discuss why future decisions should reflect the 
D.C. Circuit’s subjective standard. I will also touch on the political 
nature of the NLRB and the practical effect that has on which 
standard will prevail. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Private, Nonunion Employee Speech 

By and large, private sector employees’ speech is not 
protected in the workplace.19 The general rule is that any 
employee hired for an indefinite period is presumed to be an at-
will employee.20 The employment-at-will doctrine allows an 
employer to terminate an employee for any reason, with certain 
exceptions.21 The trade-off is that employees are not bound to the 
employer and are free to leave at any time.22 Theoretically, the 
employement-at-will doctrine encourages employers to provide a 
healthy working environment in order to attract and keep the 
most qualified employees. 

Some federal statutes cut into the employement-at-will 
doctrine by protecting employees from termination on the basis of 
race, sex, color, religion, national origin, pregnancy, veteran 
status, age, and disability.23 Most jurisdictions also recognize the 
tort of wrongful discharge as violating public policy.24 Courts 
recognize the need to balance the competing interests of society, 
employers, and employees.25 Public policy is typically derived from 

 
 19. See 29 U.S.C § 157; Staughton Lynd, Employee Speech in the Private and Public 
Workplace: Two Doctrines or One, 1 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 711, 711 (1977). 
 20. 19 WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS § 54:39 (Richard A. Lord ed., 4th ed. 2016). 
Montana differs from the general rule in that employers can only practice at-will 
employment during an employee’s probationary period. MONT. CODE ANN. § 39-2-901 
(2017). 
 21. 19 WILLISTON § 54:39, supra note 20. 
 22. Employment at Will, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014).  
 23. 29 U.S.C. § 623 (2012) (prohibiting employment discrimination on the basis of 
age); 38 U.S.C. § 4212 (2012) (prohibiting employment discrimination on the basis of 
veteran status); 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (2012) (prohibiting employment discrimination on 
the basis of race, sex, color, religion, national origin, and pregnancy); 42 U.S.C. § 12112 
(2012) (prohibiting employment discrimination based on disability). 
 24. 19 WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS § 54:41, supra note 20. 
 25. Id. 
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authoritative sources such as constitutions, statutes, professional 
ethics codes, and common law.26 While states differ in how 
expansively they treat this common law doctrine, triggering 
actions include refusing to commit an unlawful act, performing a 
statutory duty, and exercising legal rights and privileges.27 

With this background, the first place one might look for 
protection is the First Amendment of the United States 
Constitution.28 But, the First Amendment does not provide 
employees relief, as it only protects individuals against state 
action.29 However, some states have interpreted their own 
Constitutions more expansively or have passed statutes prohibiting 
private employers from discharging employees for certain types of 
speech.30 Thus, in most states, firing a private sector employee for 
expression would not be in violation of public policy. 

Whistleblower laws also offer employees some protection 
when exposing an employer or fellow employee’s “criminal, 
immoral or otherwise improper activity.”31 Sometimes this is 
incorporated in the tort of wrongful discharge; however, 
jurisdictions disagree as to whether whistleblower claims may 
include internal matters.32 Most state and federal whistleblower 
statutes only protect whistleblowers exposing certain kinds of 
activity.33 One famous federal example is the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 

 
 26. Id. 
 27. Id. 
 28. U.S. CONST. amend. I. (“Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom 
of speech, or of the press . . . .”).  
 29. George v. Pac.–CSC Work Furlough, 91 F.3d 1227, 1229 (9th Cir. 1996). 
 30. See Robins v. Pruneyard Shopping Ctr., 592 P.2d 341 (Cal. 1979), aff’d, 447 U.S. 
74 (1980); State v. Schmid, 423 A.2d 615 (N.J. 1980). As a California resident, Damore 
does have these protections, though they likely do not extend to internal critiques of a 
company policy. Daniel Wiessner & Jan Wolfe, Google memo writer faces tough legal road 
challenging firing, REUTERS (Aug. 8, 2017, 6:25 PM), http://www.reuters.com/article/us-
google-diversity-legal/google-memo-writer-faces-tough-legal-road-challengingfiringidUSK 
BN1AO2KZ. Additionally, Connecticut has a state statute prohibiting employees from 
discharging or disciplining employees for exercising free speech rights. CONN. GEN. STAT. 
ANN. § 31–51q (2011). Interestingly, ESPN is a Connecticut-based company, and Jemele 
Hill might have a right of action based on this statute if she can demonstrate that her 
comments were on matters of “public concern.” Kevin Draper, If ESPN Wants to Discipline 
Jemele Hill, She Might Have Law on Her Side, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 15, 2017), https://www.nytim 
es.com/2017/09/15/sports/jemele-hill-espn.html.  
 31. STEPHEN P. PEPE & SCOTT H. DUNHAM, AVOIDING AND DEFENDING WRONGFUL 

DISCHARGE CLAIMS § 1:7, West Law (database updated July 2018). 
 32. Id. 
 33. Id. 
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of 2002, which protects whistleblowers who expose violations of 
securities fraud at publicly-held companies.34 

B.  NLRA Section 7 

However, private sector employees are not completely 
voiceless in the workplace. Section 7 of the NLRA provides the 
right for employees to “engage in . . . concerted activities for the 
purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or 
protection.”35 Section 8(a)(1) of the NLRA effectuates this right 
by making it an unfair labor practice to interfere with an 
employee’s Section 7 rights.36 While the NLRA is used primarily by 
union employees, the “concerted activities” section applies 
broadly to all employees.37 Thus, employee speech, whether in the 
private or public sector, is protected, as long as it is for a Section 7 
purpose. 

Section 7 is not limitless, and Section 10(c) of the NLRA 
allows an employee to be discharged “for cause.”38 To be 
protected under Section 7, the conduct must satisfy three 
elements: “(1) concertedness; (2) legitimate ends or purpose; and 
(3) legitimate means.”39 If these elements are not satisfied, that 
employee—union or nonunion—could be terminated for cause.40 
Briefly, each element will be addressed individually. 

Concerted activity is clear if done by two or more 
employees, as long as it is for their “mutual aid or protection 
regarding terms and conditions of employment.”41 Activity by an 
individual is also concerted if it had “the object of initiating or 
inducing or preparing for group action or . . . had some relation 
to group action in the interest of the employees.”42 The activity 
must not be “solely by and on behalf of the employee himself.”43 

 
 34. Id. 
 35. 29 U.S.C. § 157 (2012). 
 36. Id. § 158(a)(1). 
 37. Id. § 157. 
 38. Id. § 160(c).  
 39. PAUL SECUNDA ET AL., MASTERING LABOR LAW 59 (2014). 
 40. Id. 
 41. Employee Rights, NLRB, https://www.nlrb.gov/rights-we-protect/employee-rights 
(last visited Aug. 28, 2018). 
 42. Mushroom Transp. Co. v. NLRB, 330 F.2d 683, 685 (3d Cir. 1964). 
 43. Meyers Indus., Inc., 281 N.L.R.B. 882 (1986), enforced sub nom.; Prill v. NLRB, 835 
F.2d 1481, 1483 (D.C. Cir. 1987). 
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Activity serves a legitimate end or purpose if it is “for the 
purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or 
protection.”44 Activity related to collective bargaining is usually 
apparent, but determining what activity constitutes mutual aid or 
protection can be much more complex.45 If the concerted activity 
is directly related to conditions of employment, such as hours, 
wages, or benefits, this prong is clearly met.46 Additionally, 
political activity, such as voting against right-to-work legislation, is 
also considered legitimate, as long as it furthers the interests of 
employees.47 

The question most relevant to the purpose of this article is 
whether a concerted activity is done with legitimate means. 
Illegitimate means can be sorted into four categories: “conflict 
with another federal law; contrary to state law; in breach of 
contract; and disloyal or otherwise indefensible.”48 While the first 
three categories are relatively straightforward, as they deal with 
whether an employee violated a law or the terms of a contract, 
what constitutes disloyalty has been tougher to nail down.49 
Professor Matthew Finkin sums up this confusion: “‘Disloyalty’ is a 
shorthand expression, a catchphrase, and as such incapable of 
supplying a clear guide to decision.”50 

Before looking at the relevant cases, it is helpful to explain 
the process of filing a charge under the NLRA. Charges of unfair 
labor practices under the NLRA are filed with the NLRB.51 The 
NLRB is an independent governmental agency set up to 
administer the NLRA.52 Charges are investigated by a regional 
director and if not settled, withdrawn, or dismissed, are heard 
before an administrative law judge.53 These hearings are reviewed 
by a five-member board appointed by the President and confirmed 

 
 44. 29 U.S.C. § 157 (2012). 
 45. SECUNDA ET AL., supra note 39, at 61. 
 46. Id. 
 47. Id.; Eastex, Inc. v. NLRB, 437 U.S. 556 (1978). 
 48. SECUNDA ET AL., supra note 39, at 63. 
 49. See infra notes 55–68 and accompanying text. 
 50. Matthew W. Finkin, Disloyalty! Does Jefferson Standard Stalk Still?, 28 BERKELEY J. 
EMP. & LAB. L. 541, 547 (2007). 
 51. The NLRB Process, NLRB, https://www.nlrb.gov/resources/nlrb-process (last 
visited Sept. 16, 2018). 
 52. See id. 
 53. Id. 
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by the Senate.54 The NLRB’s decisions can then be appealed to a 
circuit court (and in rare instances, the Supreme Court).55 

C. Development of the Legal Standard Interpreting 
“Disloyalty” 

The legal standard for disloyalty was first articulated by 
Justice Burton in NLRB v. Local Union No. 1229 which is known as 
Jefferson Standard.56 Jefferson Standard concerned a union dispute 
between a television station in Charlotte, North Carolina, and 
employee technicians.57 The technicians initiated a peaceful strike, 
but began to disseminate handbills critical of the station’s 
programming.58 Ten employees were subsequently fired.59 The 
Court held that the employees were disloyal and, thus, fired for 
cause.60 The attacks on the company were solely to do harm to the 
business and not related to any unfair labor practice.61 The Court 
declared, “There is no more elemental cause for discharge of an 
employee than disloyalty to his employer.”62 In dismissing the case, 
the Court further held that even if the NLRB found that the 
employees’ conduct was concerted activity within the scope of 
Section 7, the means used by the technicians were illegitimate, 
thus losing protection of the NLRA.63 

Dissenting, Justice Frankfurter echoed Professor Finkin’s 
concerns by taking issue with the vague notion of disloyalty.64 
“[T]o float such imprecise notions as ‘discipline’ and ‘loyalty’ in 
the context of labor controversies, as the basis of the right to 
discharge, is to open the door wide to individual judgment by 
Board members and judges.”65 Justice Frankfurter noted that 

 
 54. Id.; The Board, NLRB, https://www.nlrb.gov/who-we-are/board (last visited Sept. 
24, 2018). 
 55. The NLRB Process, supra note 51. 
 56. NLRB v. Local Union No. 1229, 346 U.S. 464 (1953).  
 57. Id. at 466–67. 
 58. Id. at 467–68. 
 59. Id. at 468. 
 60. Id. at 472. 
 61. Id. at 476. 
 62. Id. at 472. 
 63. Id. at 477–78. 
 64. Id. at 479 (Frankfurter, J., dissenting). 
 65. Id. at 481 (Frankfurter, J., dissenting). 
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much of what the NLRA protects, such as the right to strike, could 
be considered disloyal if not explicitly protected.66 

This standard favoring employers was refined by the NLRB 
in Emarco, Inc.67 In Emarco, the NLRB heightened the level of 
proof required to prove disloyalty, requiring employers to show 
that employees’ communications were “reckless, or maliciously 
untrue.”68 Later, in American Golf Corporation, this was developed 
into a two-prong test asking: (1) whether the “communication 
indicated it [was] related to an ongoing [labor] dispute” and (2) 
whether the communication was “so disloyal, reckless or 
maliciously untrue as to lose the Act’s protection.”69 

D. Circuit Split 

In the last two years, the Eighth Circuit and the D.C. 
Circuit have split as to how to interpret the legal standard for 
diversity.70 The Eighth Circuit in MikLin Enterprise, Inc. v. NLRB 
rejected the NLRB’s narrowing of Jefferson Standard.71 In MikLin, 
employees of a Jimmy John’s franchisee put up posters in its stores 
as part of a campaign for paid sick leave.72 The posters showed a 
picture of two identical sandwiches with text above one stating 
“YOUR SANDWICH MADE BY A HEALTHY JIMMY JOHN’S 
WORKER” and the other stating “YOUR SANDWICH MADE BY A 
SICK JIMMY JOHN’S WORKER.”73 The text asked, “CAN’T TELL 
THE DIFFERENCE?” then stated the franchisee’s paid sick leave 
policy.74 Six employees were subsequently fired.75 The NLRB 
determined the employees had not violated Section 7 of the 
NLRA, because the posters were not “shown to be so disloyal, 
reckless, or maliciously untrue as to lose the Act’s protection” and 
“were clearly related to the ongoing labor dispute.”76 

 
 66. Id. at 480 (Frankfurter, J., dissenting). 
 67. Emarco, Inc., 284 N.L.R.B. 832 (1987). 
 68. Id. at 833. 
 69. Am. Golf Corp., 330 N.L.R.B. 1238, 1240 (2000). 
 70. Compare MikLin Enter., Inc. v. NLRB, 861 F.3d 812, 812 (8th Cir. 2017) with 
DirecTV, Inc. v. NLRB, 837 F.3d 25, 34 (D.C. Cir. 2016). 
 71. Miklin, 861 F.3d. at 821–22. 
 72. Id. at 815–16. 
 73. Id. at 816. 
 74. Id. 
 75. Id. at 817. 
 76. Id. at 818 (quoting MikLin Enters. Inc., 361 N.L.R.B. 283, 285 (2014)). 
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Sitting en banc, the Eighth Circuit overturned the NLRB’s 
decision and found that the requirement that the employee’s 
conduct must be “‘maliciously motivated to harm the employer’” 
improperly overruled Jefferson Standard.77 The critical question, 
according to the court, is not employee motive but “whether 
employee public communications reasonably targeted the 
employer’s labor practices.”78 Furthermore, the court ruled that 
the NLRB’s standard protected any employee disparagement if it 
is related to a labor dispute.79 To the second point, the Eighth 
Circuit noted that the Jefferson Standard Court held that the 
disloyalty principle would have been met even if the conduct was 
directly related to the labor dispute.80 Turning to the merits, the 
court found that “[a]llegations that a food industry employer is 
selling unhealthy food are likely to have a devastating impact on 
its business, what the D.C. Circuit called the ‘equivalent of a 
nuclear bomb’ in a labor-relations dispute.”81 In considering what 
conduct is reasonably related to an underlying labor dispute, the 
Eighth Circuit found an objective legal standard for disciplining 
disloyal employees.82 

In contrast, the D.C. Circuit in DirecTV, Inc. v. NLRB 
applied and affirmed the NLRB’s two-prong test as “accurately 
reflect[ing] the holding in Jefferson Standard.”83 In DirecTV, one of 
DirecTV’s contractors, MasTec, instituted a new payment plan 
based on a technician’s ability to get customers to agree to a 
certain service.84 Part of the plan was that MasTec could lower the 
technician’s pay if he or she could not get the customer to agree 
to the service.85 Unsuccessful in their efforts to protest and talk to 
their employer, the technicians appeared on a local news 
broadcast wearing DirecTV uniforms and making disparaging 
comments about the employer’s efforts to get technicians to push 

 
 77. Id. at 821. 
 78. Id. at 822. 
 79. Id. at 821. 
 80. Id. 
 81. Id. at 825 (quoting Diamond Walnut Growers, Inc. v. NLRB, 113 F.3d 1259, 1267 
(D.C. Cir. 1997)). 
 82. Id. at 821. 
 83. DirecTV, Inc. v. NLRB, 837 F.3d 25, 34 (D.C. Cir. 2016)(quoting Endicott 
Interconnect Tech., Inc. v. NLRB, 453 F.3d 532, 537 (D.C. Cir. 2006)). 
 84. Id. at 29. 
 85. Id. 
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the unnecessary service on customers.86 “MasTec then fired nearly 
all of the technicians who participated in the broadcast.”87 

Like in MikLin, the NLRB found that this action violated 
Section 7 of the NLRA.88 A divided D.C. Circuit, however, affirmed 
the NLRB’s finding that “the employees’ communications in the 
news segment were neither ‘so disloyal’ nor so ‘maliciously untrue’ 
as to fall outside the Act’s protection.”89 It noted the NLRA’s 
competing interests of protecting an employee’s “right to engage 
in . . . third-party appeals in furtherance of an employment 
grievance, even if the employee’s conduct amounts to disloyalty” 
and “an employer’s latitude to discharge an employee for cause, 
including for disloyalty.”90 Unlike the Eighth Circuit, the D.C. 
Circuit distinguished Jefferson Standard from the modern line of 
cases in that the conduct in Jefferson Standard was not related to an 
underlying labor dispute.91 Using the two-prong test, the D.C. 
Circuit found a subjective legal standard for disciplining disloyal 
employees.92 The dissent largely echoed the Eighth Circuit’s 
reasoning.93 

MasTec appealed the decision, arguing that the D.C. 
Circuit’s subjective standard improperly narrowed Supreme Court 
precedent and “eviscerates the right of an employer to terminate 
an employee who is disloyal under Jefferson Standard.”94 In doing 
so, the court gives “protection to employees who engaged in 
disloyal speech in attacking MasTec’s sole customer [DirecTV].”95 
Simply put, MasTec argued that precedent shows that subjective 
intent has never been a part of the Jefferson Standard analysis 
before or after the development of the two-prong test.96 In its 
responding brief, the NLRB emphatically defended the use of 
subjective intent as consistent with Jefferson Standard: 

 
 
 86. Id. at 30. 
 87. Id. at 31–32. 
 88. Id. at 32. 
 89. Id. at 36 (citation omitted). 
 90. Id. at 33–34. 
 91. Id. at 34. 
 92. Id. at 35–36. 
 93. Id. at 51–52 (Brown, J., dissenting). 
 94. Petition for a Writ of Certiorari at 2, DirecTV, 837 F.3d at 25 (No. 16-1370), cert. 
denied, 138 S. Ct. 92 (2017). 
 95. Id. 
 96. See id. 
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Nothing in Jefferson Standard precludes the Board from 
considering an employee’s subjective intent as one 
factor in its analysis of whether his conduct was 
separable from protected activity or demonstrated 
sufficient disloyalty as to be unprotected and justify his 
discharge. To the contrary, the Court expressly 
provided that the responsibility to “find the facts 
material” to that determination “falls upon the 
Board.” And, if anything, the Court’s analysis in 
Jefferson Standard indicates that subjective intent may 
be considered. Its description of the employees’ 
conduct at issue as “a sharp, public, disparaging 
attack . . . reasonably calculated to harm the company’s 
reputation” suggests an intent to harm.97 

 
The Board also cited a case considering disloyalty in 

another context stating that “intent is of the very essence of 
offenses based on disloyalty.”98 The Supreme Court denied 
certiorari on October 2, 2017, leaving the circuit split intact.99 

III. DISCUSSION 

At the heart of this issue is the balance of an employer’s 
right to protect its business interests and an employee’s right to 
participate in activity to better the workplace. Thus, we should 
start with the assumption that both parties want what is best for 
the business. A satellite installation provider does not want its 
employees going on television and disparaging its only customer. 
At the same time, a technician does not want his employer to 
encourage him to lie to customers for pecuniary gain. Likewise, 
sandwich-makers may rightly believe that their workplace will be 
healthier and more productive if they had sick leave, while their 
employer does not want its food associated with illness. 

The circuit split creates several concerns. First and 
foremost is that an objective standard will further restrict the 
limited speech protections for private, nonunion employees.100 
Furthermore, the NLRB appeals process allows an aggrieved party 
wide latitude to engage in forum selection.101 Any time an 

 
 97. Brief for The National Labor Relations Board in Opposition at 17, DirecTV, 837 
F.3d at 25 (No. 16-1370), cert. denied, 138 S. Ct. 92 (2017) (citations omitted). 
 98. Id. at 18 (citations omitted). 
 99. DirecTV, 837 F.3d 25, cert. denied, 138 S. Ct. 92 (2017). 
 100. See infra Section III.A. 
 101. See infra notes 115–17 and accompanying text. 
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employer loses in front of the NLRB, it could have an opportunity 
to appeal to the circuit using the friendlier standard.102 Finally, the 
political nature of the NLRB offers little hope that the Board will 
be motivated to argue this split in front of the Supreme Court.103 

A. Threat to Private Nonunion Employees’ Already 
Limited Speech Protections 

The Department of Labor estimates that only 6.5% of 
private sector employees are union members.104 This leaves almost 
124,000,000 Americans with neither First Amendment rights in 
the workplace nor the heightened protections of a collective 
bargaining agreement.105 In order for a group of nonunion 
employees to effect change in their workplace, they need to make 
public appeals.106 A broad interpretation of Jefferson Standard 
negatively impacts an employee’s ability to do that. Thus, without 
a strong Section 7 protection, nonunion employees have no real 
recourse for poor working conditions. 

Free Speech is much more than an ideal to strive towards. 
It also has practical implications. Professor Finkin describes the 
developments in understanding the employee’s role in the 
workplace since the 1950s: 

 
[W]e have learned . . . that workers care about the 
quality of what they make and the service they 
provide. . . . We have also learned that workers care 
about the ability of managers to manage 
. . . . American management has learned that a 
company is well advised to organize work in such a 
way as to take advantage of its employees knowledge 
and creativity . . . and to be responsive to employee 
evaluation of management. . . . To view an 
employee’s concerns in regard to these matters 
today as illegitimate, for want, as the Labor Board 

 
 102. See infra notes 115–17 and accompanying text. 
 103. See infra Section III.B. 
 104. Union Members Summary, BUREAU LAB. STAT. (Jan. 19, 2018, 10:00 AM), https:// 
www.bls.gov/news.release/union2.nr0.htm. 
 105. Id. at tbl.1 (calculating total employed aged 16 years and over (137,890,000) 
minus total members of unions aged 16 years and over (14,817,000) in 2017). 
 106. See, e.g., MikLin Enters., Inc. v. NLRB, 861 F.3d 812, 821 (8th Cir. 2017); 
DirecTV, Inc. v. NLRB, 837 F.3d 25, 39 (D.C. Cir. 2016). 
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viewed it a half century ago, of work-related 
responsibility or expertise, is not only to perpetuate 
an anachronism, it is to blink at reality.107 
 
Workers like satellite technicians and sandwich makers 

deal with customers and some of the day-to-day operations that 
management is divorced from. Because of this, they are likely to 
have a perspective that benefits the company. 

The employees in MikLin and DirecTV were both 
terminated for substantially similar behavior.108 Both appealed to 
the public by informing them of a negative employment practice 
which could also harm customers.109 In doing so, both groups of 
employees made disparaging comments about their employers.110 
The only major difference in their cases was the standard used by 
the reviewing court.111 

The objective test weighs too far in the favor of employers. 
How much disloyalty is too much? What would an effective 
concerted activity by employees that did not negatively affect 
business look like? The Eighth Circuit’s objective standard puts 
the thumb on the scale in favor of employers. Concerted activity 
serves no practical purpose if it is not, to some degree, disloyal. 

Going on television to expose a manipulative practice of an 
employer’s only customer may not fit the Eighth Circuit’s 
definition of being “reasonably related to an underlying 
employment practice,” but what other recourse did the MasTec 
employees have? The employment-at-will doctrine in its purest 
form allows an employee no other recourse but to quit his or her 
job in protest.112 This amounts to no recourse at all. How many 
people are in a situation where they can afford to leave a job? 
While statutes and the common law have narrowed the 
employment-at-will doctrine to an extent and balanced the power 
dynamic between employer and employee, these inroads typically 

 
 107. Finkin, supra note 50, at 559–61. 
 108. MikLin, 861 F.3d at 817; DirecTV, 837 F.3d at 31–32. 
 109. MikLin, 861 F.3d at 816; DirecTV, 837 F.3d at 28. 
 110. MikLin, 861 F.3d at 818; DirecTV, 837 F.3d at 28. 
 111. Compare MikLin, 861 F.3d at 822 (rejecting the use of subjective intent in 
malicious motive analysis), with DirecTV, 837 F.3d at 39 (encouraging the use of subjective 
intent in malicious motive analysis). 

112  See BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY supra note 22. 
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only protect employees from particularly egregious conduct.113 
Section 7 may not provide employees with as much protection as 
they would like, but it protects the speech we should value most: 
that in which employees are taking an active part in improving 
their workplace. 

Still, we should always recognize the needs of employers. 
The two-prong subjective test better strikes the balance between 
an employer’s ability to terminate for disloyalty and an employee’s 
right to take part in concerted activity. This test still allows 
employers to terminate employees for intentionally malicious 
activity and conduct so disloyal as to lose the Act’s protection, as 
well as for disloyal conduct not related to an underlying labor 
dispute.114 

B. NLRB Jurisdictional Threats and Political 
Impediments 

This circuit split is particularly concerning, as the NLRA 
gives a wide latitude as to which court an aggrieved party can 
appeal.115 Section 10(f) allows for a party to appeal to the D.C. 
Circuit or any circuit “wherein the unfair labor practice in 
question was alleged to have been engaged in or wherein such 
person resides or transacts business.”116 Thus, an employer who 
loses in an NLRB hearing where the judge used the two-prong test 
can appeal to a circuit court that will use the broader objective 
test.117 

An administrative law judge’s decision is appealable to the 
NLRB.118 However, throughout its history, the NLRB has been 
highly politicized.119 Former NLRB Chairman Guy Farmer called 
the Board a “political animal,” and that it had been “since its 
inception.”120 A study of NLRB member voting in thirteen 
different areas of NLRB law found that “as a descriptive matter 
 
 113. See supra Section II.A. 
 114. Am. Golf Corp., 330 N.L.R.B. 1238, 1240 (2000). 
 115. 29 U.S.C. § 160(f) (2012). 
 116. Id. 
 117. See, e.g., DirecTV, 837 F.3d. at 39. 
 118. Administrative Law Judge Decisions, NLRB, https://www.nlrb.gov/casesdecisions/ 
administrative-law-judge-decisions (last visited Sept. 16, 2018). 
 119. JAMES A. GROSS, BROKEN PROMISE: THE SUBVERSION OF U.S. LABOR RELATIONS 

POLICY, 1947–1994, at 275 (1995). 
 120. Id. at 97. 
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ideology has mattered in a number of cases presenting 
controversial and sharply contested issues of law and policy, cases 
in which Board majorities have cast votes consistent with and 
reflecting the differing philosophies of Republican or Democratic 
administrations and the pre-Board backgrounds of members.”121 

In general, Republican administrations embrace pro-
employer policies.122 As of September 26, 2017, Republicans took 
control of the makeup of the NLRB.123 The only real precedent 
the Board has adhered to is its willingness to flip-flop and ignore 
its own precedent.124 The most likely outcome will be that the 
Board will adopt a test like the Eighth Circuit. If applied strictly, 
this will have an adverse effect on a nonunion employee’s ability to 
affect change in his workplace. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Setting aside that he is far from the most sympathetic 
figure to state my case, I would like to briefly return to the case of 
former Google software engineer James Damore. Once again, we 
should assume both parties want what is best for Google. One 
legal expert, Steve Suflas, managing partner of Ballard Spahr 
LLP’s Denver and Boulder offices, framed the linchpin legal issue 
as whether Damore’s comments were about conditions of 
employment or merely unrelated political complaints.125 Suflas 
goes onto to note that the Obama-era Board rulings expanded the 
definition of concerted activity, including an Eighth Circuit case 
which upheld a ruling reinstating an employee who made racial 
comments toward black replacement workers during a lockout.126 
The court held that offensive comments were acceptable as long as 
they did not contain any threats.127 

 
 121. Ronald Turner, Ideological Voting on the National Labor Relations Board, 8 U. PA. J. 
LAB. & EMP. L. 707, 762 (2006). 
 122. See, e.g., GROSS, supra note 119, at 274 (explaining that “[t]he decisions of 
Republican-appointed boards chaired by Guy Farmer, Edward Miller, and Donald 
Dotson . . . preserved and increased employers’ unilateral decision-making power in 
matters affecting their employees”). 
 123. Board Members Since 1935, NLRB, https://www.nlrb.gov/who-we-are/board/ 
members-nlrb-1935 (last visited Sept. 16, 2018). 
 124. Turner, supra note 121, at 761. 
 125. Gurrieri, supra note 12. 
 126. Id. (citing Cooper Tire & Rubber Co. v. NLRB, 866 F.3d 885 (8th Cir. 2017)). 
 127. Cooper Tire & Rubber Co., 866 F.3d at 891. 
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While the facts of that decision indicate that offensive 
comments can still be protected, Damore would still have to prove 
he was working on behalf of other employees, not just airing a 
personal grievance.128 If he could show this, would Google be able 
to claim it fired him for being disloyal? Under an objective 
standard, was the memo reasonably related to an underlying 
employment concern? Damore posted his memo on an internal 
platform viewable by all Google employees.129 At least one female 
Google engineer stated that she would consider leaving the 
company unless action was taken.130 Damore’s conduct itself 
counteracted Google’s initiative to recruit and maintain a diverse 
workplace.131 There is no indication Damore had any malicious 
intent. He never intended for the memo to reach outside 
company, and he shows a sincere, if misguided, intent to make 
diversity initiatives work better for Google.132 As Cooper Tire shows, 
offensive remarks are not enough to lose the Act’s protection.133 

In sum, the D.C. Circuit’s subjective standard for disloyalty 
is both consistent with Jefferson Standard and necessary for Section 
7 to have any real meaning. While Section 7 is relatively limited in 
scope, it provides employees with speech protections in a 
fundamental type of speech: that related to improving the 
workplace. A subjective standard provides a balance between an 

 
 128. I believe Damore’s claim should fall apart here. See Josh Eidelson & Jordyn 
Holman, Fired Googler Faces Headwinds Making Legal Case He’s the Victim, BLOOMBERG L. 
(Aug. 8, 2017, 4:40 PM), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-08-08/fired-
googler-faces-headwinds-making-legal-case-he-s-the-victim (quoting Professor Paul 
Secunda, that “Any claim that [Damore] brings will have only a negligible chance at 
success.”). However, in a leaked memo, the NLRB general counsel’s office wrote that 
some of Damore’s comments were “so harmful, discriminatory and disrputive as to be 
unprotected.” Christine Powell, Google’s Firing of Outspoken Engineer Was Legal: NLRB 
Memo, LAW360 (Feb. 16, 2018, 5:23 PM), https://www.law360.com/articles/1013412/ 
google-s-firing-of-outspoken-engineer-was-legal-nlrb-memo. 
 129. Wakabayashi, supra note 6. 
 130. Id. 
 131. See Mark Bergen & Ellen Huet, Google Fires Author of Divisive Memo on Gender 
Differences, BLOOMBERG L. (Aug. 8, 2017, 11:11 AM), https://news.bloomberglaw.co 
m/daily-labor-report/google-fires-author-of-divisive-memo-on-gender-differences (quoting 
Danielle Brown, stating “We are unequivocal in our belief that diversity and inclusion are 
critical to our success as a company”). 
 132. See Abby Ohlheiser, How James Damore Went from Google Employee to Right-Wing 
Internet Hero, WASH. POST (Aug. 12, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-
intersect/wp/2017/08/12/how-james-damore-went-from-google-employee-to-right-wing-
internet-hero/?utm_term=.58a2a7b0775c. 
 133. Cooper Tire & Rubber Co. v. NLRB, 866 F.3d 885, 891 (8th Cir. 2017). 
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employer’s need to have a loyal and productive workplace and an 
employee to effectively advocate for change. 

The impact of the circuit split is unclear as the NLRB has 
undergone a political makeover since the two cases were 
decided.134 Additionally, the Damore case would present a 
potentially high-profile case that upsets the typical political 
dynamics.135 As noted above, conservative Boards tend to be more 
employer friendly, so it would be interesting to see how the Board 
would handle a case of an employee who feels they were 
wrongfully discharged for expressing conservative beliefs. 

 

 
 134. See Seth Borden, National Labor Relations Board Has Five Members, As Republican 
William Emanuel Sworn In, LAB. RELATIONS TODAY (Sept. 29, 2017), https://www.labor 
relationstoday.com/2017/09/articles/nlrb-administration/national-labor-relations-board-
has-five-members-as-republican-william-emanuel-sworn-in. 
 135. See Dave Jamieson, Fired Google Engineer Claims His Rights Were Violated. Trump’s 
Labor Board May Disagree, HUFFINGTON POST (Aug. 8, 2017, 6:52 PM), https://www.huff 
ingtonpost.com/entry/the-fired-google-engineer-claims-his-rights-were-violated-trumps-
labor-board-might-disagree_us_598a282ce4b0a66b8baf699b. 


